Molecular pathogenicity of novel sucrase-isomaltase mutations found in congenital sucrase-isomaltase deficiency patients.
Congenital sucrase-isomaltase deficiency (CSID) is a genetic disorder associated with mutations in the sucrase-isomaltase (SI) gene. The diagnosis of congenital diarrheal disorders like CSID is difficult due to unspecific symptoms and usually requires invasive biopsy sampling of the intestine. Sequencing of the SI gene and molecular analysis of the resulting potentially pathogenic SI protein variants may facilitate a diagnosis in the future. This study aimed to categorize SI mutations based on their functional consequences. cDNAs encoding 13 SI mutants were expressed in COS-1 cells. The molecular pathogenicity of the resulting SI mutants was defined by analyzing their biosynthesis, cellular localization, structure and enzymatic functions. Three biosynthetic phenotypes for the novel SI mutations were identified. The first biosynthetic phenotype was defined by mutants that are intracellularly transported in a fashion similar to wild type SI and with normal, but varying, levels of enzymatic activity. The second biosynthetic phenotype was defined by mutants with delayed maturation and trafficking kinetics and reduced activity. The third group of mutants is entirely transport incompetent and functionally inactive. The current study unraveled CSID as a multifaceted malabsorption disorder that comprises three major classes of functional and trafficking mutants of SI and established a gradient of mild to severe functional deficits in the enzymatic functions of the enzyme. This novel concept and the existence of mild consequences in a number of SI mutants strongly propose that CSID is an underdiagnosed and a more common intestinal disease than currently known.